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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. Necessity of the thesis 

Folk music is a part of a country which reflects the way that 

people described their love with the homeland such as the shape, 

feelings and even the taste of them. Furthermore, folk music shows 

that whatever people do or wherever people go, home country is 

always in their mind. With the modern busy life like nowadays, the 

sound of lullaby, gentle and grawing chanteys, or the wail for the 

deceased are becoming more and more hidden after the raspy of 

modern melodies. Correspondingly, the situation is getting worse for 

Vietnamese ethnic minorities, in general, including Khmer in the 

Mekong Delta, in particular. Provided that, according to the 

"Population and Housing Census" in 2009, there were 1,260,640 

Khmer people who live in many provinces in the South of Vietnam 

and they accounted for 1.47% of the country's population. From time 

to time, folk songs of the Khmer people have existed in a long 

history which comprised of not only delicate and pure emotions, as 

well as the positively associated with the wholesome nature and deep 

moral values, but it also helped people in inclining to the good with 

many precious artistic achievements. In fact, in current years, this 

type of folk art is being lost gradually. To put it another way, modern 

social researchers pointed out that, in the process of development, 

whether the ethnic groups get out of the traditional cultural 

quintessence, they will be abandoned in the material society, far 

away from strange cultural values as well as being lost in the 

psychological balance state of individuals and communities. Equally 

important, the phenomenon of conflict between national cultural 

identity along with the tendency of promoting modern pragmatic 

values is getting more fierce, thus, it becomes more easily to make 
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moral and traditional aesthetic values faded as well as slowing down 

development speed and distorted society. For this reason, the 

political system has issued many legal documents, in which the 

active preservation and promotion of national cultural identity is 

particularly focused. More specific, the judgement number 1211/QĐ-

TTg which approved by the national target program on culture for 

the period of 2012 - 2015; the judgement number 558/QĐ-TTg on 

the fifth of April in 2016 with the approving of the Prime Minister 

which promulgated criteria for new rural districts along with 

prescribed provincial towns and cities to complete the task of 

building new rural areas; judgement No. 160/QD-TTg on August 

16th, 2016 of the Prime Minister which approved the National Target 

Program on new rural construction in the period 2016-2020; 

judgment No. 1980/QD-TTg, issued on October 17th, 2016 by the 

Prime Minister on promulgating the national standard for new rural 

communes in the period of 2016-2020. Moreover, on December 

15th, 2016, the Secretariat enacted Directive No. 10-CT/TW which 

mentioned about "the movement to build a new countryside". 

In fact, through surveys for answering the question: In your 

opinion, what is the role of folk songs in Khmer people cultural life? 

(the interviewees can choose more than one options). Therefore, with 

the question above proved that 55 percent that folk music illustrates 

and serves for festival ceremonies; on the other hand, 42 percent 

showed that folk songs help the etiquette express its value and 

meaning. Besides that, 35 percent demonstrated that folk music plays 

an important role in not only helping to materialize rituals as well as 

ideological and emotional education for Khmer generations but also 

performing very well at the educational function for the community. 

In addition, 33 percent revealed that folk songs reflected the way that 
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Khmer people think and feel through the relationship between human 

and nature, also, 28 percent pointed out folk music brought to people 

a colorful life along with agricultural activities. In like manner, folk 

songs are also a mean for people to express their emotions through 

natural creatures and agricultural activities, thus, they have not only 

left a deep imprint in the thoughts and feelings of farmers in 

particular but also played an extremely important role in society, 

especially agricultural society in general. 

For the reasons mentioned above, the title of this research will 

be chosen as “Folk Music in Khmer’s people Cultural Life”. 

2. Research Objectives 

- General Objectives: the research applied collective, 

systemizing, synthetic and identifying to point out the value of folk 

music in cultural life of Khmer people in Mekong Delta. 

Thenceforth, the author will give out some directions, tasks and 

solutions for preserving the values of folk songs in the cultural life of 

Khmer people in the Mekong Delta. 

-  Particular Objectives: collective and storage data in lullaby 

and folk songs from weddings ceremony, funerals, rhymes and 

responsive singing to contribute more details about Khmer people’s 

folk music collection in Mekong Delta. Moreover, the purposes of 

this thesis are also studying the role and function of folk songs in 

Khmer cultural life in the Mekong Delta, from the perspective of 

words and performances; from then proposing to relevant agencies in 

developing mechanisms and policies to preserve and promote the 

folk music's values of Khmer people in the Mekong Delta. 

3. Research Subjects 

- Research subjects: the subjects in this study are folk music of 

Khmer and its impact into Khmer people’s cultural life in Mekong 
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Delta. Due to the shortage of time and data, the author will only 

focus on lullaby and folk songs form in weedings; folk music in 

funeral; antiponal (responsive singing) and nursery rhymes of Khmer 

people in Mekong Delta. 

- Research respondents: farmers, actors, teachers, students, 

housewives, civil servants, businessman who are Khmer people and 

living in Mekong Delta area are chosen to be the interviewees in this 

study. 

4. Research Scope 

About research space, the thesis will concentrate on 

describing, observing and collecting, data in Mekong Delta area. 

Besides that, research scope and  solutions or recommendations 

primarily focus on the art performances such as lullaby, folk songs in 

weddings; folk music in funeral, nursery rhymes, and responsive 

singing belong to Khmer people in Mekong Delta. Furthermore, 

talking about the solutions and suggestions in this study, the author 

has only stopped at the principle direction. 

5. Research Methodology 

During the time doing this study, the author focused on using 

collective, comparative, synthetic, analyzing, statistic methods. 

Furthermore, the author also applies the interdisciplinary and 

empirical study to research. 

6. Research Questions  

From the perspective of words and performances, this study 

seeks to answer these main questions: 

Question 1: What are the achievements of the Khmer folklore 

research from the past until now? What issues are needed for further 

study? What kind of theories can be applied when we study about 

Khmer cultural life? 
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Question 2: What kind of values, characteristics, and cultural 

contributions of folklore in Khmer people’s cultural life? 

Question 3: What kind of values characteristics, and cultural 

contributions of folklore in Khmer people’s community? 

7. Research Contributions 

 From the literature aspect, this study will clarify more about 

some art performance forms of Khmer people and their impact on 

their cultural life. From the practice perspective, the collected data 

can be used for teaching, consultant and studying for further 

research. For suggestions, the research will give some solutions, 

directions, tasks, policies, and mechanisms to preserve as well as 

improve the value of folk music in Khmer people’s cultural life in 

Mekong Delta. 

8. Research Structure 

The thesis comprises 3 main parts: 

Part 1: INTRODUCTION 

Part 2: RESEARCH CONTENT 

Chapter 1: Research Background 

In chapter 1, the author will bring out five parts: research 

background, literature review, definitions, applications and data 

about folk music in Khmer people’s cultural life in Mekong Delta 

area. 

Chapter 2: Folk music in cultural life of Khmer families in 

Mekong Delta. 

Chapter 2 will contain 3 parts which are lullaby, folk songs in 

tradional weedings and funeral of Khmer people in Mekong Delta. 

Chapter 3: Folk music in cultural life of Khmer communites in 

Mekong Delta. 
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In this chapter, the author will introduce 3 parts which are the 

definitions and context, nursery rhymes and antiponal in Khmer 

people’s community and cultural life. 

Part 3: CONCLUSION. 

II. RESEARCH CONTENT 

CHAPTER 1.  RESEARCH BACKGROUND  

1.1. Research Background 

1.1.1.  The Studies on Khmer folklore: 

In the first place, we have the composition named “Chan Lap 

phong tho ky” which belong to Chau Dat Quan and “Gia Dinh thanh 

thong chi” composed by Trinh Hoai Duc. After that, there were 

works wrote by Son Nam, Le Anh Tra, Huynh Lua, Huynh Ngoc 

Trang, Vawn Xuan Chi, Hoang Tuc, Mac Duong and so forth. Even 

though there were such well-known literary works, the author found 

that the most practical work is “Khmer people’s culture in Mekong 

Delta” which composed by Truong Luu. Particularly, the work 

introduced basically about the history of forming and their culture, as 

well as systematically researched on the material and spiritual values 

of Khmer ethnic in the Mekong Delta. Moreover, this is also a very 

comprehensive presentation of the cultural life of Khmer people full 

of personality and unique characteristics. Correspondingly, there are 

other amazing works written by Nguyen Dang Duy, Nguyen Khac 

Canh, Tran Hong Lien and more.  

1.1.2. The researches and collections on Southern folk 

songs: 

To demonstrate, earlier we have “Vietnamese Folk-song and 

Proverbs” composed by Vu Ngoc Phan in 1956. Besides that, in 

1996, there was “Collection of literature of ethnic minorities in 

Vietnam” episodes 1 and 2 published and written by Dang Nghiem 
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Van. Furthermore, the composition “Best collection of literature of 

ethnic minorities” episode 1 of Nong Quoc Chan promulgated in 

2004. In other words, there are more important works that belonged 

to writers such as Bao Dinh Giang, Nguyen Tan Phat, Tran Tan 

Vinh, Bui Manh Nhi, Do Van Tan, Giang Minh Doan, Huynh Ngoc 

Trang and so forth. Otherwise, the most markable literacy in the 

author's point of view is the collection gathered by the team of Lu 

Nhat Vu, Le Giang, Nguyen Van Hoa, Le Anh Trung, Elite artist 

Bich Huong, Thach Anh, Minh Luan. More specific, the collection 

has many literature works such as “Ben Tre Folk-songs” (published 

in 1981 and republished in 2000), “Kien Giang Folk-songs” (1985), 

“Mekong Delta Folk-songs” (1986), “Hau Giang Folk-songs” 

(1986), “Dong Thap Folk-songs” (1995), “Long An Folk-songs” 

(2003), “Tra Vinh Folk-songs” (2004) and expertise research “The 

study on Southern Folk-songs”. Especially, for the collection called 

“Vietnam Lullaby” in 2005 which composed by Lu Nhat Vu and Le 

Giang is also very meaningful to us even though it just has 14 Khmer 

folk songs. 

1.1.3. The studies and collections of Khmer folk songs. 

 Khmer folk music firstly mentioned in “Vietnamese people 

of Mien origin” composed by Le Huong with the lists of 7 Khmer 

folk songs only in the Proverbs – Aphorism – Folk-songs chapter and 

without any judgment or analyzing. Likewise, more authors wrote 

about Khmer folk music such as Le Trung Vu, Dinh Gia Khanh 

(editor), Chu Xuan Dien (editor), Truong Luu (editor), Nguyen Manh 

Cuong, Thach Chanh Da, Tran Thanh Hien and so forth. 

Nevertheless, from the author’s perspective, the most important work 

on Khmer folk songs is the group of literary named “100 Khmer folk 

songs” episodes 1 and 2 composed by musician Nguyen Van Hoa. 
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Similarly, there are more amazing works such as “Southern Khmer 

music performance” belong to Hoang Tuc, “Folk music in the 

spiritual and cultural life of Khmer people in Tra Vinh” written by 

Nguyen Thi Truc Phuong and “Folk ritual music in Khmer culture in 

Soc Trang” composed by Son Ngoc Hoang. 

Although there are many different opinions of Khmer folk 

music, the writers still acknowledge the richness and diversity of 

them. Noticable, the published works are primarily concentrating on 

the historical, cultural, literary or musical depth of Khmer folk songs. 

Hence, the research about Khmer folk music is necessary. 

Specifically, This study will contribute positively in asserting the 

value of Khmer folk music in the Mekong Delta and based on that 

theoretical basis, further orientations for conservation and 

development are proposed basis, further orientations for conservation 

and development are proposed. 

1.2. Literature Review 

1.2.1. Theory of “Regional Culture and Cultural 

Regions”  

 The definition of “Cultural Regions” is studied by many 

researchers from all over the world. Markedly, this theory has been 

discovered earliest by the American anthropologist Alfred Kroeber 

(1876-1960). Given that, in Vietnam, there are more additional ideas 

for researching theory belong to researchers Huynh Khai Vinh, Tran 

Quoc Vuong, Ngo Duc Thinh, Tran Ngoc Them and so forth. 

Through the empirical studies, the author supposes “Cultural 

Regions” as space or an area in which having the same cultural 

characteristics which are established through the historical, social 

and the subjects used in life progress, as well as the subjects, are 

dominated by cultural features in the course of existence and 
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development. Otherwise, talking about “Regional Culture”, it means 

“Regional culture is the culture of residential communities living in 

the same geographical area and governed by administrative, 

political, economic criteria, and so forth. Moreover, it is identical 

and having the same natural along with social characteristics.” 

1.2.2. Theory of “The integrity of Folklore's functional 

aspect” 

 To research deeply about folk music characteristics, in this 

part, the author will discuss the theory of " The integrity of Folklore's 

functional aspect ". Particularly, the integrity here supposed to the 

synthesis from the origin, the natural elements of Folklore creations 

such as expressing content, artistic performance, types, functions and 

more. Notably, according to William R.Bascom works named “Four 

functions of Folklore”, he said that the first function is to reflect the 

social context of folk art, its position in the daily life of the 

performer. Besides, Folklore's second function is in its role in 

reinforcing culture, in confirming rituals and institutions for 

performers and following them. Next, the third function of Folklore 

is its role in education, especially in non-written societies. Last but 

not least, the fourth function is to maintain adherence to accepted 

behavioral patterns. 

1.2.3. Theory of “Tribes và Ethnic Culture ” 

-  Tribes or Ethnic Group: the word tribes or ethnic group is 

widely used in the US and Europe, especially, Claude Lévi-Strauss 

who was born on November 28th, 1908 and passed away on October 

30th, 2009 has plenty advanced views about this definition. To put it 

differently, in Vietnam, there are three basics standards for 

identifying ethnic groups such as language, culture and ethnicity self-

awareness. Henceforth, during the ideas mentioned above, the author 
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agreed with the definition of Ngo Duc Thinh, it is “Tribe is a group 

of people who spoke the same language, have the same historical 

origin and self-awareness in the community”. Furthermore, this 

definition will be used in the thesis. 

-  Ethnic Culture: the research will apply the definition of 

Tran Ngoc Them for ethnic culture. He supposed that “Ethnic 

Culture is overall of a cultural element with the peculiar ethnicity 

with the functional task of ethnic consolidation and distinguishing 

tribes from another. In there, the prioritized factors are language, 

costumes, beliefs, and rituals of folk music as well as knowledge 

about social nature, people, production process, appetite, and 

national psychology. ” 

-  Cultural Life: there are many additional ideas from many 

researchers such as Tran Do, Do Huy, Hoang Vinh and more about 

this theory. Thus, the author considers that the cultural life of the 

Khmer people in the Mekong Delta includes both spiritual and 

material life. By the same token, a cultural life will constantly 

change forward to natural and historical processes. 

CHAPTER 2: FOLK MUSIC IN CULTURAL LIFE 

OF KHMER FAMILIES IN MEKONG DELTA 

2.1. Lullaby (ឡូឡាប ៊ីប)  

2.1.1. A brief overview of Lullaby 

 Lullaby is simple and softy melodies to help children fall 

asleep. For Khmer people, the content in lullabies normally is sweet 

confessions or cordial bits of advice from the singers to their children 

or younger brothers, sisters. More specifically, those confessions or 

bits of advice are taken in proverbs, six-eight foot distich, all kinds of 

poems, and shout for. In other words, lullabies in Khmer people’s 

mind are not just only simple softy melodies but also educational 
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tools which can teach people to be good. From time to time, the 

author collected 35 lullabies which are grouped by Bom pê Kôn 

បំមពរកូ្ន with 29 songs and Bom pê Chao បំមពរមៅ with 6 songs. 

Up to the present time, the research also learn the outsource details 

from “100 lan dieu dan ca Khmer” episodes 1 and 2 by Nguyen Van 

Hoa (2004); “Van hoc dan gian Soc Trang” in 2002 and “Van hoc 

dan gian Bac Lieu” in 2005 written by Chu Xuan Dien to clarify 

some special features of Khmer lullaby in Mekong Delta. 

2.1.2. Art performances of lullaby in Khmer people in Mekong 

Delta.  

 Through singing lullabies, this kind of music has become an 

art performance with full of special features. Especially, it has been 

the form of acting in which the author, the audience and the 

performer are one. Furthermore, lullaby singing has the ability of 

“assimilation” all of the other art performances to have lullaby 

forms. In addition, the space for performing lullaby is just in family 

sizes only. For instance, the lullaby singers can perform at a 

hammock, putting the baby on a bed or holding them on the 

shoulders and so forth. Likewise, they can perform outside in which 

paddy field, bamboo trees, banana trees, next to animal bars. For the 

performing time, it is before the babies' bedtime due to coax the 

children to fall asleep, then when they have not slept deeply yet, the 

singers can turn to melodies to slow, soft and gentle rhythms. 

Thereupon, this is the best time for doing educational functions. With 

this in mind, the topics of lullabies can be expanded further such as it 

could be the hope to the child’s future or it could be the words to 

relieve or confide, confess your secret feelings. For the chosen topics 

of the writers or from the singers, the role-playing in here could be 

mother, sister, grandmothers or even father or grandfather. By all 
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means, the role-playing of mom is the most critical one. On the other 

hand, for the lullabies performed by male and female, more well-

known role-playing is the male. In other words, the main audiences 

in this art performance will be the children or the babies otherwise, 

surrounding people are not very important. Speaking about the nature 

of lullaby, among art performances, there is no type that reflects a 

deeper mother and child's spirituality than a lullaby. In like manner, 

the Khmer males also help their wives to sing gentle, rustic, or 

burden of reason and responsibility melodies to their babies. To put it 

differently, follow the spirit of “mutual help between brothers and 

sisters” by Vietnamese people, sisters usually support their parents to 

take care and singing lullabies to their siblings. Markedly, in Khmer 

people’s lullaby singing form, grandparents also play an equally 

important role. On the other hand, the contents of lullabies 

practically comprise the love of family, homeland, country along 

with normal, friendly and sometimes sexy melodies. Specifically, the 

singing lullaby has also considered the honesty and thoughtful 

thinking of new inhabitants as well as the love between husbands and 

wives or lovers to lovers. Moreover, the lullaby’s melodies of Khmer 

people have also brought to the listeners the feelings of deep, rustic, 

profound love, thus, this makes them even more abundant and 

diversified. 

2.2. Folk music in traditional weedings ceremony of 

Khmer people in Mekong Delta.  

(ចម្រៀង្រជា្រយិក្នងុពធិរីងគល ការតារ្រពពណ)ី 

2.2.1. A brief overview of folk music in traditional 

weedings ceremony 

 In Khmer people’s perception, the weedings ceremony is 

celebrated in the traditional customs and folk songs are 
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indispensable. In this study, the author has collected 14 folk songs 

such as Inviting to take shower ្រពងំពយ, Tie hands ចងពៃ, 

Dedicating fruits ហែរហលេម ើ, Cutting hairs ការ់សពក់្, Open the gate 

មបើក្របង, Blackbirds បទសារកិាហក្វ, Cutting areca flowers 

ការ់ផ្កា សាេ , Opening of the curtain មបើក្វងំនន, Opening areca 

flowers មបើក្ផ្កា សាេ , Asking for cutting areca flowers សពុំការ់ផ្កា សាេ , 

Sweeping mats មោសពក្មនេល, Arranging fruits ម្ពៀងហលេម ើ, 

Opening bai-sây មបើក្ោយសពី, Bridal Night រា្រីររួៃំមណក្. Not to 

mention, the author also gathered information from “100 lan dieu 

dan ca Khmer” episodes 1 and 2 (2004) written by Nguyen Van Hoa 

and the research of “Am nhac nghi le dan gian trong van hoa cua 

nguoi Khmer o Soc Trang” studied Ph.D. Son Ngoc Hoang for 

analyzing. 

2.2.2. Art performances in the traditional wedding 

ceremony of Khmer people in the Mekong Delta 

Traditional wedding ceremony (Bô ran) of Khmer people 

usually holds within 3 days along with many diversified rituals. 

Particularly, music and ritual dancing are indispensable components 

for conveying content as well as etiquette and associated with the 

ceremony of the Moha. 

* The First day - Entering date (Thngay chôl rôn kar): 

early in the morning, the bride’s family should cook two trays of rice 

for dedicating ancestors and asking them permission for their 

daughters to get married. Significantly, there is one plate named the 

calling spirit of ancestors “bai pro lưng”. In the afternoon, the Areca 

flowers cutting ceremony ( Pithi căt phka sla) is celebrated with the 

song called “Mlup đôông” (means the Coconut tree shadows) and 

songs named “Phkar lơ mêk”(which means Flowers on the Heaven) 
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are played by the concert band to honor the value of areca flowers in 

the wedding ceremony. 

In the evening, it is the night for all members of the bride’s 

family gather together, then, the concert band plays “Hum Rôông” 

song with the meaning of inviting gods to receive possesses and 

blessing the lasting happiness for the bride and groom. 

*The Second day – Wedding Day (Thngay Si Kom 

noth): with the ritual of taking the groom to the bride’s house “He 

phle chhơ” (Receiving wedding fruits) or “He phka sla” (Receiving 

areca flowers) ceremony is carried out. During the way, wedding 

orchestra will play “Đâmrây thngôn phluk” song (with the meaning 

of Big Ivory Elephant) and “Đâmrây Xo” (with the meaning of 

White Ivory Elephant) to bring the optimistic and exciting 

atmosphere. After that is the “Bơk rôbon” ceremony which means 

Opening the Gate for the groom. There are many playful melodies, 

rhythmic bustle, witty lyrics songs and dances for the bride’s mother 

opening the gate to welcome the groom’s family. At the “Pithi Kăt 

Xók” which is the Cutting hair ceremony, the song named “Kăt Xok” 

and “Phat Chêay” with the earnest and lyrical melody will be played. 

Thus, after cutting hair, the bride and groom will be taken to wash 

away for getting rid of filthy and unclean things while the song 

“Tropeang Pêây” (which means Pêây swamp) will be played during 

the ceremony. The following ceremony is “Pithi thvay Neak 

Ta” which means the Presentation of Nec Ta ceremony. In there, Mr. 

Moha will take the groom to ask for the Neak's recognition alongside 

with the song “ Nôkôr Rêach” will be played. Equally important is 

the “Blessing Ceremony” in the evening in which there are 5 monks 

come to chant and bless for the newlyweds. Last but not least is 

the Pithi thvơ thmênh neang neak ceremony, which is Dyeing Teeth. 
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To explain, the process of dying teeth is not only a beauty but also a 

signal to let people know that women are married along with the 

smooth and melodious song “Preah Thông- Neang Neak” will be 

played. 

*The Third Day - Worship of grace (Pithi Sompes 

Ph’tưm): This day will begin with the “Pithi duôc Pêlea” ceremony 

which means “Reception for Good hours”. In the early of the 

morning, Mr. Moha will take the groom to sit in front of Rean 

Têvôđa (which means the God’s Altar) and wait for suitable time; 

this form called Duôc Pealea. Meanwhile, the music band will play 

“Kang Soi” song with the meaning of inviting the supernatural 

person for certification for affinity. Besides, that is the “Welcome 

groom” ceremony with the song “Xđach đơ” (it means the King has 

gone). Next is “Pithi Đôth Phka sla” which called Cutting areca 

flowers. For this solemnity, the groom’s family will invite the bride’s 

mother to open areca flowers and Mr. Moha will bless the bride and 

groom for learning the monitories (it is called “Monitory Song”). 

Particularly for brides, they are taught “Moral Example of Visakha”. 

Followed by that is the “Pithi chuônh phka sla” ceremony with the 

meaning of “Dedicating Areca Flowers”. In the meantime, the music 

band will play some songs such as “Preah Thông – Neang Neak” and 

“Chao Priêm” for praising the siblings' happiness within a family. 

Likewise, the “Rom Bơt Veng Nôn” ceremony which is “Lifting the 

veil” dancing. At this time, Mr. Moha will dance and sing in the 

same time to invite the bride coming out of the wedding room, while 

the music band will play songs such as “Xrây On” (Ms. On), “Xrây 

Nô” (Ms. Nô), “Xrây Chhmoong” (Ms. Chhmoong), “Xarai nưm 

nuôn” (Lovely Lady) and so forth for praising the beauty and 

morality of Khmer girls. Moreover, the “Bonh Vêl Pô-
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pưl” ceremony (Rotating the Pô-pưl lights) happens when Mr. Moha 

lights up the Pô-pưl together with the song “Phat Chêay” is being 

sung on the accompaniment in this sacred hour. Otherwise, the “Rom 

bơt bai sây” (Open the betel tray dancing) ceremony symbolizes for 

two people becoming husband and wife and there is a song “Kon 

xeng kro hom” (Red Veil) played during this form with the blessing 

for happiness meaning. Next is the “Pithi Chon đay” (Tying 

hands) ceremony. At this time, there is only pink to the wrist for the 

bride and groom with congratulations for the happy life and long-

lasting couple. The song “Bai khon chon đay” (Tying hands 

Ceremony) will be played with the melodic rhythm. Besides is the 

“Pithi Bach phka sla” (Sprinkle with areca flowers) ceremony, it is 

the time Mr. Moha celebrates with the ” Sprinkling areca flowers” 

dancing and throwing flowers on the bridegroom’s bodies along with 

good blessing. Furthermore, the “Rom Bôs kanh têl” (Sweeping 

Mats) ceremony with the dancing at the same time with shouting by 

Mr. Moha that “Who could take this mate will have great prestige, 

rich and full of children”. Also, when the groom got this mat, parents 

of the bride would invite two virtuous women to sit on the mat and 

Mr. Moha will soak up the “Bôs kanh têl” poem (it means sweeping 

mats). In addition, it is the “Getting inside the wedding 

room” ceremony. This begins with a couple of marriage get into the 

wedding room, the bride will go first, then the groom will follow and 

holding the bride’s veil; meanwhile, Mr. Moha will dance with a 

sword together with the “Pres Thông- Neang Neak” song will be 

played by a music band. Lastly, the “Pres Thông- Neang Neak” 

ceremony celebrating at night. It happens when the music band plays 

“Preah Thông – Neang Neak” song and from then, that is the end of 

Khmer people’s wedding celebration. After that, the guests will 
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come back to their houses alongside with the songs“Mê t’rây”, 

“Amăt Tây”, “Xâm pưu thoi” are played for having excited and 

happy melody to end the wedding. 

2.3. Folk music in traditional Funeral of Khmer people 

in Mekong Delta (ចម្រៀង្រជា្រយិក្នងុពធិរីណុយសព្រពពណី) 
2.3.1.  A brief overview of traditional funeral 

 Due to the effects of Theravada Buddhism, the traditional 

funeral of Khmer people is organized followed by the customs of the 

religious system, so the cremation has become a long-standing 

traditional culture. They called it “Bonh Bôchea Sâp”. From the 

Khmer people’s point of view in Mekong Delta, the concept of death 

is to transition to another world with immortal souls as well as 

having a better life with peace and eternity. For this reason, 

traditional Khmer funerals are held as a route to bring souls to 

Nirvana. Especially, they are consistent from spiritual content to 

rituals and music is also extremely important. More specifically, 

there are 12 types of music together with Pinn Peat music band and 9 

instruments. In the aspect of the words, the author collected 23 songs 

played in funerals which are: Memorial of Buddha បទ  សារលញ្ញ , 

Salute the Buddhist flag បទ មលើក្ទង់្ពះពុទធសាសពនា, Origin of 6 

colors halo បទ  កំ្មណើរឆពាណណ រងសី, Memory of the spirit បទ 

រំលឹក្វញិ្ញញ ណខនធ , Dedicating Dharma Talks បទ

អារាធនាធរមក្ថឹក្សពហរែងធរ៌មទសពនា, Pham thien dedicating 

Dharma Talks បទ ្ពែមអារាធនាធរ៌មទសពនា, Listening to Dharma 

Talks បទ សារ ប់ធរ៌មទសពនា, Praising Dharma Talks បទ 

សពរមសពើរធរម វមិសពសពមទសពនា, Offering flowers បទថ្វា យផ្កា , Buddha 

Leaving Home បទ ្ពះអងគសាងលន សួព, Budda decided date of 

naturalization បទ ្ពះអងគដាក់្អាយុសពង្វា រ, Sadness បទ 

ធរមសពមងាគ, Goodbye Mother បទ ហរ៉ែលាមែើយ, Mother is grateful 
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បទ អនក្ហរ៉ែមានគុណ, Goodbye Father បទ ្គលូាមែើយ, Father's last 

words បទ បណ្រ ឪំពកុ្ចុងម្កាយ, Father’s Heart បទ 

មបះៃូងឪពុក្, Father is Grateful បទ គុណឪពុក្, Ghosts regreted 

crying បទ មមម ចយំសារ យម្កាយ, Lamentable បទ គួរអាសូពចិររ , 

Penance of the Evils បទ ទំនួញម្បរ, Presbyterianism ជរាធមាម ,  

Three Dharma seals ្ពះព្រលក្ាណ៍. Otherwise, the author also took 

details from the study “Am nhac nghi le dan gian trong van hoa cua 

nguoi Khmer o Soc Trang” researched by Ph.D. Son Ngoc Hoang for 

analyzing. 

2.3.2. Art performances in traditional funeral of  Khmer 

people in Mekong Delta 

- Shrouds Ceremony: In Khmer families, when some people 

are going to die, other members will invite the monks or Acha Yuki 

to come and chant đến tụng Kavôđa sutta to ease the karma and 

against the evil's chasing. Besides that, at the time a person is passed 

away, Acha Yuki will do some traditional customs such as lighting 

up Tean Kal, putting the coins inside dead people’s mouths or a 

bunch of bananas on their bodies, or two betel leaves with three 

incense sticks … Before the Shrouds Ceremony, there are two monks 

come and chanting requiem, the blessing for good things and 

sprinkling incensed water; this form called “Ôi pôr tưc”. After that, 

the dead person will be put into the coffin. When Shourds Ceremony 

has done, the funeral will start will 3 drum-calls, then, the music 

band will play “Sa thô ka” song with the sacred and solemn melody. 

Follow by are the songs Krau Nây with the Sam phô and 

“Krau noth” played. Furthermore, the family of dead people will 

kowtow for reciprocating the guests and with the song “Chong 

Noth”, “Thông Dot” and “Chơt” will play many times during the 

custom. Meanwhile, the Viba- sana maka sutta will be chanted and 
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when the praying is finished, the music band will play again six 

songs in Busddish custom. 

- For the Entering and Moving the Coffin Ceremony: Before 

the entering coffin ceremony, the monk will pray “Thom 

sangvek” sutta with the meaning of saying goodbye as well as Acha 

Yuki also chants “Otarapa” sutta together with Ahca Phluk walks 

and dances 3 rounds around the coffin. Moreover, Acha Yuki along 

with 8 strong men will prepare for moving the coffin outside of the 

house while continuing to pray. After loud 3 drum-calls and the 

sound of the gong signals for moving time, Pinn Peat music band 

will play “Sôrya” which means the Sun. Then, 8 strong men will take 

the coffin on the funeral bus with the leading drummers and Pinn 

Peat music band. Following the guiding team is Acha Yuki, he will 

hold the spirit flag, incense sticks, candles and a clay pot tied with a 

string hanging on the top of the stick. Next is the monks’ palanquins 

and the children, as well as grandchildren, hold the dead person’s 

photo. Especially, they will also hold a pannier of Leach and cotton 

for spreading along the road. Followed by our relatives and friends 

and other people such as neighbors and so forth. From the monks’ 

palanquins to other teams are connected by a grass rope called “Sbâu 

phleang”. At the end of Moving Coffin's progress, the music band 

will continuously play songs named “Preah Thum” and “Kam van”. 

- Cremating Ceremony: after putting the coffin in front of the 

crematorium, then, the monk and Acha Yuki will pray the goodbye 

sutta. Before cremation, everyone will wear the mourning and walk 

around the coffin 3 rounds from the East to the West; this costume 

called Boong he bây chum. In this time, the monks and Acha Yuki 

will be chanting the Twenty Rebirth sutta alongside the drum-calls 

and the song “Khek Mon” will also be played. Besides that, when the 
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coffin is put inside the crematorium, Acha Yuki will dance with a 

stick for suppressing devils and opening a new world for dead 

people. For this moment, the song “Khlom” is also played together. 

In addition, when the fire is the highest, monks will do hair-down 

rituals for filial children. At the end of the Cremanting Ceremony, 

the music band will play “Chuôn Pô” song with the solemn melodies 

which have the meaning of praying for dead people are be able to go 

to the new world as soon as possible. On the other hand, when the 

dead body is burnt out, Acha Yuki will beat 3 gongs for signaling the 

children to pick up bones and put them in the white-lined tray fabric. 

Last but not least, the children will put that tray on their heads, and 

bring it home; then send it to the “Pi chet đây” tower in the pagoda 

for praying and dedicating. 

CHAPTER 3: FOLK MUSIC IN CULTURAL LIFE 

OF KHMER PEOPLE’S COMMUNITY IN 

MEKONG DELTA.  

3.1. Nursery Rhymes (ចង្វា ក់ភ្លេង។) 

3.1.1. A brief overview of Nursery Rhymes 

           In a traditional agricultural society, the nursery rhyme is the 

most important part of the material and spiritual of children. This art 

form has been existed by the word-of-mouth method along with 

diversified, playful, and innocent melodies. In Mekong Delta, the 

author collected nursery rhymes’ songs such as Kite catching game 

ចាប់កូ្នហខេង, Pouring coconut water ចាក់្ទឹក្ៃូង, A Lê អាមឡ, 

Blackbirds សារកិាហក្វ, Trrot Game ចំមរៀង្ររ, Sparrows ចាប់ពូក្. 

Furthermore, the author also learned from“100 lan dieu dan ca 

Khmer (episodes 1 and 2) (2004)” composed by Nguyen Van Hoa 

and the work “Nhung bai hat dong dao” (2004) written by Lu Nhat 

Vu, Le Giang, and Le Anh Trung and published by Ho Chi Minh 
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City Arts Publisher. Particularly, the songs are mentioned such as 

Helping Mother with the Chol Chap melody, Flying a kite with Chap 

Rôn Kleng rhymes, Innocent Blackbirds and Kite catching game  

3.1.2. Art performances in Nursery Rhymes of Khmer 

people in Mekong Delta  

 Nursery Rhymes helped the children having the visual 

perception of their surrounding world through pictures, colors and so 

forth. More specifically, in nursery rhymes melodies, the magnificent 

nature has also become closer and simpler. Equally important, 

nursery rhymes also do the educational and entertainment functions 

with helping children practicing pronunciations, providing words, 

creating rhythms, guiding awareness, fostering emotions, and so 

forth. Nursery Rhymes are also are the first traditional ethnic strokes 

on the children’s innocent soul and a miniature world in their eyes. 

Additionally, we can also find out the pictures, things, and 

phenomena close with them such as birds, banyan trees, stubble, 

pond banks ... On the other hand, due to the method of 

personification, the animal kingdom has become close friends, 

associated with the lives of children; for instance, it is the game 

"Catching the kite". To explain, the children gather together, then, 

one of them will play the kite role and the other play the chicken or 

mother chicken roles ... This game trains collective active skills and 

very suitable for their hyperactive psychology, hence, children can 

develop both physical and psychological harmony. Furthermore, 

through the game, Khmer people can also convey their profound 

human philosophy which is the immense heart of parents and always 

protecting their children, thus, it is the artistic highlight of this 

activity. 
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Talking about art performing, it is very diversified with 

nursery rhymes singing, responsive, choiring, or the combination of 

performing and playing games. Likewise, time and space of this art 

form are closely connected with various entertainment ways and it 

can also perform at paddy fields, fruit fields, social gatherings or 

even folklore festivals. 

3.2. Male and Female Responsive Singing 

(ជួបបុរសនិងស្តសរ ីភ្្ចៀង។) 

3.2.1. A brief overview of Male and Female Responsive 

Singing 

 Folk singing activities are a popular activity of Khmer 

people in which not only shows the agricultural community, but also 

affirms the beautiful human values of the Khmer in the Mekong 

Delta. In spite of many limitations, Responsive Singing between 

male and female of Khmer people still has an integral role in in 

Mekong Delta Community with a significantly contribution as well 

as enriching the spiritual life. In addition, the author has collected 

songs such as Bac ach cho bo យបងផ្ទឹមគោគោ, Ao lanh ោវរងា, 

Nang Tieu ទាវគ ើយស្រទីាវ, Hai hoa Baty គបេះផ្កា បាទី, Tung cau 

គោលឈូង, Voi trắng ដំររី, Chim cu bay thang hang 

លលកគ ើរទាងំគូ, Co gai xinh dep ស្រីស្បគរើរ, Di trong rung 

គដើរកន ុងព្ស្ៃ.  

3.2.2. Art performances in Responsive Singing of Khmer 

people in Mekong Delta  

 From the content perspective, we can easily realize the 

natural images in responsive singing between males and females of 

Khmer people with the most prominent picture is “water”. The 

nature aspect of responsive singing is the way how people express 

their integrated processes as well as their love for it. In other words, 
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nature here is not only a subject for people to overmaster but also a 

generous friend who accompanies them. Responsive singing also 

reflects the rustic and gentle characteristics of agricultural farms to 

Khmer people. Even though people here need to work really hard, 

they do not complain or blame and they still have funny 

characteristics with a great sense of humor. In love between males 

and females, Khmer people express strong and daring love but also 

very gentle and romantic.  Besides that, Khmer people also are not 

afraid to be offended or not and very hospitable. Furthermore, due to 

the high sense of community of Khmer people leads to the gratitude 

attachment in their daily life. Talking about spiritual perspective, 

people rely on the spiritual world as a spiritual prop. More 

specifically, they think that labor results are due to the blessings of 

the Buddha and the gods in popular beliefs such as Brôlưng Srâu, 

Tê-vê0đa, Neck ta and so forth. 

Responsive singing between males and females of Khmer 

people is performed by many different forms such as Aday, 

Xarikakeo dancing and singing, singing during a sports game or 

chanties singing. In particular, Aday singing is the most popular form 

of responsive singing which attracted many young males and females 

to join in. Each couple will sing alongside dance and the losing team 

is when they could not response to others. Moreover, contents in 

Aday songs are varied with similes, invitations, or romantic words. 

In Aday music form, there are 13 different melodies which are 

played with instruments and had a clear, definite, funny rhythms. 

Due to the responsive music form and disguising with masks, this 

singing style is very lively and attracting many young Khmer men 

and women to participate. In another word, Aday is also very 

suitable for the boys to sing love confession for at the time boys sing 
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2 sentences while girls also respond to them with the other 2 

sentences. After every lyric, the respondent will dance for teasing 

and forcing others. In the community’s festivals, Xarikakeo (singings 

and dancing as Blackbirds) is one of the most favorable forms. It is 

the way the people stimulate the funny and active life of blackbirds. 

Furthermore, the melodies are also playful and lyrical which 

reflected the intense vitality of the Khmer youths. To demonstrate, 

the woman sings and dances as if to show off her beauty with 

passionated movements as sometimes fall down, and kneel down on 

the floor otherwise the men wrapped their arms wide around the 

female for expressing his fascination with sexy movements as 

shaking his shoulders, shaking his butt, slowing down quickly, 

fussing with the singing, the loud cheers making the dance more and 

more exciting. In spite of the requirement of high skills at both 

dancing and singing, the Xarikakeo’s melodies are easy to remember 

so almost every Khmer knows. Besides that, words in Xarikakeo are 

random, thus, there are many versions of lyrics and it is one of the 

rhythms that Khmer people like and use mostly in social activities.  

Responsive Singing of Khmer people in Mekong Delta is also 

performed in sports games organized in ethnic festivals. Those 

games could be held at the pagoda yards with huge and big ground 

for playing finding towels or rope tugging ... In there, “Choôl 

chhung” (tossing the ball) is the game where Khmer males and 

females are very interested due to the direct communications and 

sending love messages as well as finding future love for themselves. 

To explain, Choôl is tossing or throwing whereas Chhung is a small 

ball made by fabric and has a tail for throwing.  

Space and time to perform in folk songs of Khmer people are 

attached to the festival, daily and labor activities. Speaking of the 
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festival space, the most typical one is Tet Chôl-chnam Thmây with 

the usage of daily life space for responsive singing such as paddy 

fields,  forests or narrow space of rooms ponds and so forth. Besides 

that, the time for performing depends on the natural contents of the 

songs. Furthermore,  it is not also often discontinuous, unstable and 

depending on the festival space, the time or the working context. 

Besides, the image in responsive singing practically comes with a 

rustic context such as animals, paddy fields, fruits fields, ponds, 

lakes and so forth. The specialist thing in this music form of Khmer 

people is the appearance of many kinds of flowers. Correspondingly, 

the mysterious creatures always appear in the songs which showed us 

the connection of the traditional religion of Khmer people. 

Furthermore, these factors are described to hope for happiness and a 

peaceful life. The melodies and beats used in this music form are 

also lively with strong, active, exciting, and bustling or sometimes 

lyrical and soft rhymes that allow singers to express their artistic 

talent. Not only attracted many people by diversified melodies but 

also the words used in responsive singing are very flexible. For 

instance, we can see the songs describe sometimes describe the 

paddy fields, forests and sometimes they talk about the summer 

vacations with suitable lyrics for performing space. 

III. CONCLUSION  

Khmer Folk music is a unique art form and playing a critical 

role in their traditional cultural life. It is not only reflecting people’s 

daily life with different kinds of feelings but also this is a means for 

keeping and transition cultural values to the following generations 

and other ethnic groups. From the ethical aspect, folk music is a tool 

for protecting traditional customs and educating morals. 

Furthermore, lullaby, responsive and nursery rhymes singing also 
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shows us the people’s feelings about natural creatures, family and 

homeland’s love. Otherwise, in Khmer people’s traditional weddings 

in Mekong Delta, all-important rituals are containing ethical value 

along with morals, lifestyle and grateful for each other. On the other 

hand, in the traditional funerals of Khmer people, all of the customs 

comprise a philosophy of life that educates people towards good and 

against evil. Moreover, the songs played in funerals lead people to 

believe in the sacred thing together with the meaningful Buddish 

suttas which tells us to do good things and live with love. From the 

pulchritude, using words, melodies… lullaby, responsive and nursery 

rhymes singing have reached great artistic achievements with 

meaningful in preserving the national cultural identity in modern 

music of the Khmer. The music and dances in rituals are performed 

by the synthesizing of "sacred" with the depicting faith for each 

ritual as well as participating in interpreting content and ritual nature. 

Otherwise, the praying words are also a tool for connecting and 

sending the respect of children to their ancestors, gods and 

supernatural forces. Notably, music and dancing in folklore also do 

the entertaining function. From the community perspective, folk 

music is also a connection between individuals and the community 

during rituals and social activities. Hence, this is an effective way of 

preserving and developing special cultural features of Khmer people. 

Nowadays, developing economics and joining the 

globalization process is getting more and more important to every 

nation. Therefore, it requires all ethnic groups should have an 

efficient project for keeping and advancing their precious cultural 

value. Moreover, researching on the cultural life of Khmer people in 

Mekong Delta will contribute more data and information for helping 

other researchers with their future studies as well as preserving a 
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valuable treasure for the next generation to see and learn. On the 

other hand, during the developing process, Khmer people, as well as 

other ethnic groups in Mekong Delta, should continuously be 

studying and adapting cultural values from the others. Henceforth, 

the ethnic-cultural value will have possible contributions and 

constantly complement each other. In order to do that, the cultural 

identity of each ethnic group must be strong and diversified enough 

to preserve and continuously exchange. Equally important, this 

requires the members of an ethnic group should aware and have deep 

feelings about their traditional customs. In Mekong Delta, even 

though the diversification of the ethnic group’s culture has 

contributed a major part in enriching the cultural life here, there are 

still political and social problems due to it. To explain, there are still 

small regional and ethnic conflicts which lead to the unbalance of the 

social and political system. 

In other words, the political system in here should have a 

flexible mechanism for preserving and advancing for cultural 

quintessence of each ethnic group. Otherwise, talking about the 

cultural development, the authorities should pay more attention to 

keeping pagodas’ structures of the ethnic members due to it is not 

just only the contemplative place, but also a social and cultural place 

for having community activities. By the same token, the authorities 

should build more cultural places such as clubs, libraries, or cultural 

buildings to support the pagodas and temples system. On the other 

hand, in order to have a new standard of the countryside and urban 

civilization, we should have more studies about the cultural 

convention strictly and flexibly; as well as possible preservation and 

advancing all of the traditional cultural values. Under those 

circumstances, preservation and promoting the quintessence of ethnic 
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culture should be considered as the most vital solution within the 

Khmer people's community. Last but not least, it is necessary for 

concentrating on consolidating and building schools or departments 

of Khmer’s Culture as well as using and teaching the Khmer 

language./. 


